
Evolving Law Enforcement via 
Authenticity, Trust, & Empathy

Imagine being able to stop fighting to 
be seen for your knowledge, skills, 
and abilities and to be able to care for 
yourself -- and have a community of like-
minded professional executive women in 
law enforcement who have your back…
 
Sometimes you may feel as if you’re 
wearing a different skin on the outside 
than who you know you are in the 
inside…where your own voice gets 
drowned out and it seems as if you’re 
standing on an island alone…
 

“I will remain forever grateful for 
Shannon’s illuminated facilitation. She’s 

certainly one of a kind and I can’t say 
enough about the devotion and passion 

Shannon provides to her clients.” 
~ Steven N.

“Her passion for developing the future of 
law enforcement is admirable. We need more 

leaders like Shannon in law enforcement.” 
~ Richard B

In the tranquil and unique southwestern setting at the Lodge on 
the Desert, you will participate in an event unlike any other where 
you will: 

•  Establish connections with other women so you can build 
effective and powerful partnerships

•  Strengthen your own resilience so you can face challenges 
with ease

•  Walk away with innovative leadership strategies so you 
reduce costly turnover and stress-related issues

•  Grow your influence so you bring ideas into the organization 
and champion positive change within the community

Join this inaugural event at MatterOfTheHeartcoach.com/Elevate
Contact Shannon at 844-336-5414

DECEMBER 4-6 2017

Shannon King

Combining 30 years of service in law enforcement with 
the California Highway Patrol and as a POST Sherman Block 
Supervisor Leadership Institute facilitator teaching to over 
200 sergeants from over 80 agencies throughout California, 
Shannon King brings scientifically supported practices 
to agencies that result in organizational excellence 
and ethical decision making. Committed to compassion 
and fairness, her innovative programming creates leaders 
who are called to challenge the status quo and make a 
difference in the world around them. 

If you are ready to surround yourself with other women leaders in law enforcement 
who have been there and found a better way, this is the place for you. 


